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ABSTRACT 

 

This report details the excavation of an outside yard area desig-

nated for redevelopment as an extension to the Towcester Youth 

Coffee House in Branson’s Lane, Towcester, Northamptonshire. 

The excavation focused on the site of outbuildings and a yard 

belonging to 18th century cottages situated immediately behind 71 

Watling Street on the north side of Branson’s Lane. All of the 

features investigated relate to 18th century Georgian urban devel-

opment and later 19th century activity. 

 

The excavation also afforded an opportunity to review any potential 

evidence for substantial earlier Roman activity within the locality. 

Unfortunately, only residual pottery was retrieved, un-associated 

with any structures or features, indicating that the southern 

boundary of any extra-mural activity for the Roman town probably 

lay further to the north. However, it should also be noted that the 

area available for excavation was comparatively small in the 

context of the wider landscape. Therefore, findings should not be 

construed as definitive evidence for the total absence of Roman 

occupation but more as part of a broadening profile of archae-

ological knowledge for this area of Towcester. 
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1. 0 Introduction 

The community based Archaeological Charity (CLASP) was commissioned 
by Towcester Youth Club to undertake an archaeological excavation of the 
yard area abutting their property in Branson’s Lane in advance of 

extending the existing building.1 An open area excavation of the yard was 
required to meet the archaeological element of planning conditions for the 

development of the site.  
 

Branson’s Lane runs at right angles to the present A5 Watling Street, along 
the old Roman Road alignment, lying between the Silverstone Brook and 
the Wood Burcote Road to the south of central Towcester. The property 

itself is situated immediately to the rear of 71 Watling Street on the west 
side of the road and the north side of Branson’s lane. The 1855 Towcester 

rating map demonstrates that the yard element of the development in 
Branson’s Lane formed part of a row of buildings extending westward to 
the entrance of a court known as ‘Pudding Bag Lane’.  

 
At that time the row comprised a warehouse, two cottages and a yard 

containing two sheds or outbuildings, and the actual positions of the 
outbuildings shown on the map constituted the area for archaeological 
excavation. The eastern end of the row is still extant and is believed to 

date from the early to mid-18th century and retains a blocked-up window 
with a keystone that extends above the lintel dated 1725. It is believed 

that the western half of the existing property was constructed later and 
relates to two early 19th century ‘two up, one down’ stone and slate 
additions.2   

 

A previous unpublished partial excavation of the site undertaken in 1986 

was also re-examined3. It suggested the existence of earlier features, 
affording an opportunity to review any potential evidence for earlier 
Roman and Medieval development within the locality. The existence of 

enigmatic Roman features observed at 65/69 Watling Street 35 metres to 
the SE in the immediate neighbourhood implying that the Branson’s Lane 

site may be part of a more extensive Roman suburb or extra mural area 
aligned along Watling Street to the south of the walled area.4 

 

Any evidence of structures or habitation on the site was to be analysed to 
determine the character, nature and chronological development of the 

range of settlement. The significance of the data from the earliest periods 
lie in its impact on potential conservation strategies for the archaeology of 
the town should Roman and Medieval urban sprawl or extra mural suburbs 

be proved to have existed this far south of the known concentrations of 
buildings, within the defended small town and later Anglo-Saxon burgh. 

                                                           
 
1 Northamptonshire County Council Planning Permission S/2015/1201/Ful 
2 B. Giggins. 2015, Historic Towcester Survey Youth Coffee-House Branson’s 

Lane 
3  R. Turland 1986, Trial Trench 
4  NMR 726/0/9 
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Recording the surviving ‘in situ’ post Medieval strati-graphy of the yard 
would also enhance our understanding of the working class housing 

provision from the 18th and early 19th century. 

 

 

2.0 Aims and Objectives 

The main rationale of the excavation was to determine whether any 
archaeological evidence exists to connect the site to Roman or Medieval 
activity. Should any evidence of structures or habitation on the site be 

identified from those periods then the brief was to determine the character 
and nature of that occupation or activity in order to understand the wider 

context of the site.  

A secondary objective was to re-examine a previous archaeological 

investigation of the yard area in 1986 and re-analyse the plans and 
photographs of the unpublished excavation in tandem with the present 

fieldwork, hopefully enhancing an overall interpretation of the site. All 
existing stratigraphy from the Georgian and Victorian period was also to 
be recorded, interpreted and placed into its postulated historical context 

particularly because of the sites relevance to understanding and 
archaeologically profiling aspects of early working class housing in 

Towcester. 
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3.0 Background 

3.1 Topography and Geology 

Branson’s Lane is part of the wider urban environment to the south of the 

central area of Towcester. The lane is one of a number of ‘cut-through’ 
ways running west off of the A5 Watling Street to Islington Street, and is 

located between the Silverstone Brook and the Wood Burcote Road (Fig. 1 
refers). Branson’s Lane itself lies to the south of the oldest urban focus of 

central Towcester placed on low lying ground immediately behind 71 

Watling Street on the north side of the lane.  

The site is situated on the lower elevation of a slope that begins to fall 
away to the south from the higher ground around St. Lawrence’s Church. 
Branson’s Lane is located on ground at a height of 89m above OD. The 

underlying geology is predominately river gravel with some ironstone 
hardpan on drift geology of mudstone. 

 

 

Fig. 1.  Site of Branson’s Lane excavation.  
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Fig. 2.  Branson’s Lane Yard location. 

3.2  Historical and archaeological background 

The excavation site lies within an area of varied historic urban landscape 
and the HER was consulted to assess the potential for associated or nearby 
archaeological remains.5 The town of Towcester was called Lactodorum in 

the Roman period and was important for two main reasons; its location on 
Watling Street (A5) making it a significant link on the main arterial route 

way between London, North Wales and the north west of England and 
because the site was a significant economic, trading and administrative 
focus within its own locality. Without doubt these commercial and trading 

factors were to remain just as important in succeeding periods of 
Towcester’s evolutionary history. The initial settlement would be best 

characterised as a Posting Station and small town and was occupied 
throughout the Roman period from the 1st to 4th centuries AD.  

 
The actual focus of the Roman town lay to the north of the Silverstone 
Brook although casual finds have been recorded up to 500m to the SE of 

the defended area.6 A potential building, mosaic ‘tesserae’ and pottery 
including a Spanish amphora handle bearing the stamp PVBLIVS IVLIVS 

CRISPVS were noted as being recorded in close proximity at 65/69 Watling 
Street immediately to the SE of Branson’s Lane.7 However the existence 
of extra-mural occupation this far south within the vicinity of the 

excavation site is problematic and remains unverified, hence the need to 

                                                           
5  NMR Events and monuments list 
6  RCHM, 1982, An Inventory of Archaeological Sites in South-West 

Northamptonshire 
7  Ed J Sunderland & M Webb, 1995, Towcester: The Story of an English Country 

Town 
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explore through excavation the chronological spread of material from the 
Branson’s Lane site.8  

 
Later historical records also suggest continuous and extensive urban 

activity within the old defended area of the town from the 10th century 
onwards, with Domesday Book referring to Towcester as a rural manor 
that by the later 11th century had been the local administrative centre of 

the surrounding hundred for a very long time. Towcester had a market and 
fair by the 14th century and was garrisoned and fortified for the king 

during the English Civil War.9 

 
3.2.1 Historical detail 

The name Branson itself is first mentioned in historical records in a will 
dated 10 March 1712/3 in which Joan Branson leaves a tenement in 

Ambrose Yard to her brother Benet Branson. Ambrose Yard later becoming 
part of Branson’s Lane with the name being ascribed sometime between 

the years 1788-92.10 In a will dated 8 February 1792 Barbara Collinson 
leaves a house in Branson’s Lane thus confirming the adoption of the street 

name by then. 

Various extracts in the Northampton Mercury from 1838, 1854 and 1859 

give notice of the auction or sale of stone built thatched cottages with 
outbuildings and yards in Branson’s Lane which could well apply to the site 
under consideration.11 Importantly a rating plan of 1855 shows the layout 

of properties associated with the excavated area (see below). 

 

Fig. 3.  Branson’s lane rating map 1855. 

 
                                                           

8  NMR Events and monuments list 
9  RCHM, 1982, An Inventory of Archaeological Sites in South-West 

Northamptonshire 
10 All historical data has been supplied by B. Giggins, Towcester Historical 

Society 
11  1838 09 01 Northampton Mercury, 1854 03 11 Northampton Mercury, 1859 

08 27 Northampton Mercury 
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The Youth Coffee House appears to be two stone and slate ‘cottages’ 
adjacent to the 18th century premises probably erected in the early 19th 

century as ‘two-up, one down’ terraced houses with no rear access. So far 
it has not been possible to identify the early occupiers of these buildings 

through the census. The cottages or tenements probably escaped 
demolition during the Branson’s and Pudding bag Lane slum clearance in 
the 1930s because they were not used as residential properties but were 

used for storage for business purposes linked. The yard is situated at the 
western end of a row of tenements or cottages that extended further to 

the east to Watling Street. At the western end was the entrance to a court 
known as ‘Pudding Bag Lane’. The 1855 rating map confirms the property 
comprised a warehouse, two cottages and a yard with two sheds or 

outbuildings. 
 

B. Giggins’, a local historian,  expressed the view that ‘the east end of the 
row possibly dates from the 18th century and is likely to have been the 
west end of a rear addition to 71 Watling Street as it retains a blocked-up 

window with a keystone that extends above the lintel’. Rebuilt into the rear 
of 71 Watling Street is a 1725 date stone.12 Number 71 Watling Street was 

largely rebuilt in 1843 by George Henson jnr. At that time part of the rear 
addition appears to have been demolished to create a small yard between 

it and the present Youth Coffee House. In the 20th century a single storey 
lobby was added to link the developing street frontage to the former rear 
addition to 71 Watling Street and the ‘cottages’ and yard to the west.13 

 

3.2.2 Earlier archaeological fieldwork 

The present area of excavation was subject to trial trenching in 1986 when 

the yard of the building which is now occupied by the Towcester Youth 
Club Coffee House was archaeologically investigated and evaluated by R. 

Turland. The yard had been cleared to reveal the in-situ remaining 
stratigraphy of the late 18th century to mid-19th levels of the site. R. 
Turland excavated through these layers with one 3m long trial trench, 

approximately 0.5m wide and 0.5m deep aligned west to east, 0.5m to the 
south of the north-western boundary of the area which had constituted the 

north wall of the yard outbuildings. 

R. Turland also noted and recorded alongside his trial trench the outline of 

walls relating to the layout of outbuildings shown on the 1855 Rating Map 
and the foundations of a water closet situated at the south-western edge 

of the site. The wall foundations most likely should be associated with the 
construction and development of the property outbuildings whilst the later 
brick and stone foundations are more likely connected to the insertion of 

the main sewer servicing Branson’s and Pudding Bag Lane and toilet 

facilities which were built after the cholera outbreak of 1854.14  

The north wall of the outbuildings is still extant and although not evident 
today or referred to by B. Giggins, photographs from the R. Turland ex-

                                                           
12  B. Giggins Historic Towcester Survey Youth Coffee House Branson’s Lane 
13  1932 12 09 Northampton Mercury 
14  B. Giggins Historic Towcester Survey Youth Coffee House Branson’s Lane 
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cavation indicate the probable existence of a rear exit into what may have 
been Ambrose Yard, situated in the rear of the eastern half of the out-

buildings. Unfortunately subsequent refurbishment and re-pointing post 
excavation when the yard was transformed into a paved garden area has 

subsequently obscured the existence and meaning of this evidence. 

 

Plate 1.  Position of Branson Lane 1986 Trial Trench (R. Turland) 

showing bricked up entrance. 

No assemblage of any artefacts from the 1986 excavation have survived 

to provide an independent chronology for the site although there is a 
comprehensive and informative photographic record of the yard area 

whilst under excavation as well as a detailed site plan and section of the 

site which helps clarify the extent as well as the nature of the field work  

Specifically, the R. Turland 1986 plan allows us to identify the layout of 
the yard and particularly the structural elements and partial floor plan of 
the outhouses as well as revealing associated internal metalled surfaces of 

the outbuildings and foundations of the 19th century water closet. 
However, and most interestingly, the plan also implies the existence of an 

enigmatic ditch bisecting the trial trench and below the excavated area 
which was believed to predate the construction of the yard outbuildings 

and may have been Roman in origin but whose actual date range could 

not conclusively be deduced.  

The existence or otherwise of this feature is important in that it holds out 
the possibility of enhancing our understanding of the character of Roman 
occupation within the wider area, and, potentially a crucial factor in 

elucidating the relationship between the site and any possible sub-stantial 
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stone building to the SE between 65/69 Watling Street which could have 

represented an associated domestic complex. 

 
Fig. 4.  Red outline denoting position and alignment of underlying ditch.  

Plan : Branson’s Lane Yard 1986 Excavation (R. Turland).  

 

 

The brick lining of an opening for a culvert is evident in the centre of the 
site cutting through the front wall of the outbuilding but the extent and 

purpose of the feature is difficult to determine although it may have 
something to do with the clay lined sump of an earth closet located 

immediately south of the brick alignment which was only located sub-
sequently during the present excavation. Meanwhile the brick additions at 
the south-western end of the yard appear to be associated with the 

construction of the mid-19th century toilet facilities post the advent of the 

Branson’s Lane main sewer development. 
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Plate 2.  Brick Culvert Mount through north west wall of the yard 

outbuildings (R. Turland 1986). 

 
The accompanying R. Turland section clearly shows the stratigraphy 

related to the trial trench baulk and the existence within the boundary of 
the south-western wall of a large pit which subsequently was filled with re-

deposited material being reused as a soakaway in recent times when the 

yard was used as a garden area post excavation. 

 

 

Fig. 5.  Plan Branson’s Lane Yard 1986 Excavation Section (R. Turland). 
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4.0 CLASP excavation methodology 
 

4.1 Excavation context 
 

The yard area was initially cleared and a modern concrete slab patio and 

associated layers of sharp sand and stone chippings were removed along 
with any remaining vegetation to expose a total area of 21sqm for 

excavation. Previous to the excavation it had been agreed following 
discussion between the County Archaeologist and CLASP in regard to a 
planning requirement that a total open area excavation would be carried 

out with significant archaeological finds being reported to the County 
Archaeologist and that the fieldwork would be subject to site visits, to 

represent the archaeological interests of SNC. 
 

All archaeological deposits encountered during the course of the 

excavation were fully recorded, following standard procedures (MOLA 
2014). All deposits were given a separate context and where necessary a 

feature number. The contexts were described on pro-forma sheets to 
include details of the context, its relationships and interpretation. The 
location of the excavation was surveyed and measured in relation to the 

Ordnance Survey National Grid utilizing 1:10000 scale digital map centre 
on the junction of Branson’s Lane and 71 Watling Street (SP6955548342). 

A photographic record comprising digital images and field diary of the site 
was also maintained. The field data from the excavation has been compiled 
into a site archive with appropriate cross-referencing.  

 
The excavation conformed to the Institute for Archaeologists’ Standard and 

guidance for archaeological field evaluation (revised Oct 2008) and all 
procedures complied with pertinent Health and Safety provisions. 

 
4.2 Branson’s Lane excavated area 

 

Once the site had been cleared to reveal the uppermost archaeological 
stratigraphy the excavation area was cleaned to reveal the extent and 

relationship of the surviving features. The site measured 4.2m NE/SW by 
5.0m NW/SE and was excavated completely by hand without mechanical 
top soiling because of the limited area available. Initially work focused on 

establishing the 18th/19th century structural layout of the yard, locating 
the 1986 R. Turland trial trench and finding the features identified by him 

on his plan and section. 
 

One of the first things to become apparent was that the surfaces uncovered 

by R. Turland had not necessarily remained extant as recorded and photo-
graphed in 1986 and some surface areas had been significantly damaged 

or eroded. Several significant 18th/19th century features evident on the 
original plan and in the photographs had been destroyed or removed. This 
presumably happened at some stage after the trial trenching had taken 

place most likely during levelling work connected to the laying of drainage 

infrastructure required for the yard patio. 
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Unfortunately the installation of these plastic drainage pipes had impacted 
on the remains, removing some of the archaeological features previously 

found in 1986. This was particularly apparent in the case of the pit 
excavated in the trial trench and drawn on the R. Turland section. The 

feature had been filled with extraneous building debris as a soak-away but 
its position immediately adjacent to the north-western wall left that part 
of the site susceptible to subsidence prohibiting excavation on health and 

safety grounds.  

Specifically, an element of the outbuilding’s front wall, the central brick 
conduit, had been removed as had elements of the brick threshold to the 
WC at the western edge of the site. The large pit observed and excavated 

by R. Turland whose purpose is unknown had been turned into a soak away 
for the patio garden within the yard and had been filled with brick and 

roofing debris from the structures that once stood here. Unfortunately, this 
feature could not be re-examined. However, its position in the general 

stratigraphy pointed to a 19th century date of origin and use.  

 

Fig. 6.  Branson’s Lane yard 2017 excavation plan.  
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A further contextual observation about the site is that Silverstone Brook 
was known to flood regularly until the 1960s when the stream was 

canalized in order to eliminate the problem because the area is so low lying 
and poorly drained. One should note that regular flooding would have been 

just as relevant to utilization of the area in the Roman and Medieval periods 

and must have been a consideration in any decision to develop the area. 

In terms of the R. Turland trial trench itself the re-deposited fill was the 
first associated context to be observed and excavated. The fill (C102) also 

appeared to form the uppermost layer across the non-structural areas of 
the site to a depth of 10cm where the trial trench had been excavated 
showing a more generalised re-deposited unstratified material. A thin layer 

of small white limestone (C122) was observed in the N/E corner of the site 
and appeared to be the last remaining element of the metalled floor of the 

outbuildings noted more extensively in R. Turland’s plan and section 

(F213). 

 

Fig. 7.  Branson’s Lane yard excavation 2017. North-West section.  

The south-west wall of the yard (F202) was uncovered and found to be 

constructed with a mixture of stone foundations overlain by brick as 
described in R. Turland’s plan as was the brick lined opening of the WC. 
On the south-west wall stone foundations the brick courses appear to 

suggest extensive modification of the original 18th century stone wall with 
a brick superstructure in English Garden Bond by the mid-19th century to 

incorporate the Victorian water closet post the 1854 Cholera outbreak and 
the laying of the main Branson’s Lane sewer. In addition the remaining 
brick elements demonstrated that the super-structure of the south-

western wall had also been bonded into the extant north-western wall by 
the insertion of brick quoins indicating a total refurbishment of the south-

western boundary of the yard in the mid to late 19th century. Demolition 
of the south-western boundary wall the WC and outbuildings probably can 

be associated with the slum clearance of the wider area in the 1930s.  
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Fig. 8.  Branson’s Lane yard excavation 2017. North-East section.  

In the central area of the yard the position of the R. Turland trial trench 
was confirmed and the re-deposited material removed to reveal the 

original trial trench cut. The backfill (C102) contained a thoroughly mixed 
assemblage of pottery from the Roman, Medieval, 16th and 17th periods 
right through to the early 20th century. The quantity of early ceramic 

material with its lack of abrasion on the individual fractures as well as the 
absence of substantial or re-constructible vessels imply a consistent long-

term loss rate connected to the arrival of already fragmentary and 
disparate pottery debris chance deposition on the site. This probably is 
best interpreted as deposition of material through inundation during the 

periods preceding the Georgian developments. 

The trial trench was then taken down to the underlying deposits and 
natural, originally identified by R. Turland, which was a compacted dark 
brown reddish loam (C212) the reddish colour coming from the high level 

of iron hard pan in the area. There was no evidence either in the baulks of 
the original trial trench or on the unexcavated surface at the bottom of the 

trench, of any structures or features belonging to earlier periods of activity. 
The unexcavated material appeared to comprise a layer of inundated loam 
brought to the site through repeated flooding events in the past. A cut for 

the ditch recorded on the plan was observed but under excavation turned 
out to be a shallow drainage feature undoubtedly related to 18th century 

activity at Branson’s Lane rather than earlier Roman activity. 
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5  THE EXCAVATED EVIDENCE  

5.1 Open area excavation: general stratigraphy 
 

The excavation consisted of two major elements of exploration with the 

dual recording focal points of understanding and interpreting the 
18th/19th century structural features and investigating the unexcavated 
layers where they were accessible for evidence of earlier activity. 

Unfortunately, the survival of substantial elements of the former restricted 
the opportunities to observe the latter but this impediment did not affect 

our ability to reach an informed conclusion concerning the lack of earlier 
archaeological activity consistent with occupation of the area in the Roman 
and Medieval periods at the Branson’s Lane Yard site. 

 
In relation to the 18th/19th century structural evidence, a systematic 

approach to recording the individual elements was taken in order to help 
the overall interpretation of the changing layout of these phases of activity. 
These are described below, moving from the south-western boundary of 

the yard across to the extant south-western wall of the Towcester Youth 

Club Coffee House. 

 

5.2 The archaeologically excavated features 
 
Removal of the initial surviving stratigraphic layer (C109) at the south-

west end showed that the south-west exterior wall (F202) continued to the 
southern extremity of the plot where it formed a corner with a south-
eastern wall (F209). The walls of the yard themselves are constructed of 

foundation courses of faced limestone with rubble fill. At the corner the 
quoins had been dislodged but still remained intact. Unfortunately due to 

the existence of a modern concrete fence post and concrete surface of the 
neighbouring property further exploration was not possible. The location 

and position suggest that the south-eastern wall prior to that shown on 
the rating map of 1855, where it is absent, may have extended further 
along Branson’s Lane to the south-west but it was not possible to confirm 

this archaeologically., 

During the excavation of the south-western wall (F202) it was found that 

the water closet (F214), previously part of which had been uncovered, was 
part of a larger structure (Generic F201). It comprises two separate 

compartments both constructed of brick. The southern compartment had 
a sewer outlet pipe imbedded in the floor (F206). Retrieved from the 

context in the fill material was a blue glass bead, of the type associated 
with lace bobbins and used in lace making (C103). The find is consistent 
with occupational activities assigned to inhabitants of Branson’s Lane in 

the census.15  

                                                           
15  1851 Census 
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The southern exterior wall (F204) was uncovered from the S/W corner 
running east for 3 metres. This wall does not extend the full length of the 

front of the yard back towards the extant part of the Towcester Youth 
Coffee House which is indicative of a gated entrance or more likely an 

opening into the yard because no post pits or pads were observed. During 
the excavation of this area a metalled surface of graded pebbles (F210) 
was uncovered which ran outside the uncovered south-western wall back 

to the south-west wall of the extant building. This surface was bounded to 

the south by the current surface of Branson’s Lane and varied in width.  

At the south-western end it was narrow but at the north-eastern end it 
broadened out merging into the earliest road side surfaces of Branson’s 

Lane. This suggested that it may have been more evidence of an entrance 
into an area requiring substantial hard standing or, as it is similar in 

content to the original 18th century surface of Branson’s Lane, it formed 
part of the lane surface itself (F217). This surface was excavated to 
determine whether there was any evidence of the southern wall or a cut 

for the foundation but nothing was found. 

Directly in front of the outbuildings and bound by the hard standing 
metalled surface to the south a clay lined feature (F212) was uncovered 
which was rectangular in shape and measured 80 x 160cms and 40cms 

deep. This when excavated was interpreted as an earth closet containing 
a sealed lower fill context (C124) with an overlaid capping (F212). The 

position directly in front of the outbuildings might imply that the earth 
closet was co-terminal with the outbuildings or more likely was the original 
structure within the yard and that it was replaced by the outbuildings and 

WC in the mid-19th century. It is difficult to date the original construction 
of the front wall of the outbuildings because no datable material was 

recovered and the construction method is the only unifying interpretative 

element. 

The lower fill of F212 contained a coherent ceramic assemblage dating 
from the late Georgian/Regency period (1780-1810). This group probably 

related to a single household included both the utilitarian earthen wares 
suited to kitchen/storage and white stone wares and cream wares/white 
wares for the table with the presence of flat wares/tea wares hinting at a 

degree of sophistication if not status.16 The deposit of the mainly ceramic 
assemblage is consistent with the demise of the earth closet and the 

levelling of the feature before changes to the yard in the mid-19th century. 

                                                           
16 The Post Medieval Pottery report by E. McSloy 
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Plate 3.  Youth Coffee House Yard Branson’s Lane excavation  

facing north-east. 

Absolutely no evidence was found of the presence of a north-eastern wall 

for the yard. Neither was there any evidence that the northern and 
southern walls had been bonded with any other element of the yard wall 

as the quoins from the standing building were un-affected and still in situ 
as originally constructed. This suggests that the outbuildings were built as 
stand-alone or lean-to units along the north wall possibly as part of the 

original 18th century development but just as plausibly in the mid-19th 

century when the yard was subject to redevelopment. 

A trench 55cms wide on a N/S alignment was cut down through the 
surviving stratigraphy to the natural to the south west of the blue clay 

lined earth closet to a depth of half a metre. This was then extended to 
the entire open area without major structural remains (shown in fig. 6). 

Emphasis was also placed on examining the evidence for the shallow ditch 
(F211) noted by R. Turland to ascertain if the feature contained datable 

material and could be proved to be early in origin.  
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Plate 4. Youth Coffee House Yard Branson’s Lane excavation  

facing north-west. 

 

There was no evidence of any earlier structures/features at all within the 

remaining stratigraphy which uniformly consists of a coherently uniform 
loamy layer (C127). The layer matrix remaining the same in colour and 
texture was compressed suggesting that it may have been deposited over 

a period of time when the land surface had been repeated flooded. Judging 
by the date range of the pottery this had been in the distant past with the 

ground lying undisturbed until the initial development of the yard area in 

the mid to late 18th century.  

However, it was apparent during the excavation that although the 
assemblage from this layer was random and disparate, Roman pottery was 

more evident in the lower level with the majority of Medieval/16th century 
sherds retrieved at the higher level. The ditch feature observed by R. 
Turland can now be demonstrated to be associated with 18th century 

activity on site and can be interpreted as a shallow drainage channel, the 
bottom of which cut into the uppermost horizon of C127. Hence the feature 

can be discounted as supporting evidence of Roman extra-mural activity 

in the wider area. 
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5.3 Proposed archaeological general chronology 

for the site 

PHASE 1 

Underlying the excavated stratigraphy at Branson’s Lane is a coherent 

natural deposit that demonstrates the general area was subject to 
deposition of material derived from repeated inundations through flooding 
over a significant period of time. All of the undisturbed ceramic material 

within the layer of Roman, Medieval and 16th/17th century date appeared 
to be mainly sequential in deposition and are not associated with any 

archaeological features or structures. Analysis of the pottery assemblage 
based on the limited abrasion of the sherds and lack of partial or complete 
vessels amongst the assemblage (C127) theoretically supporting a random 

sherd loss for the Roman and medieval periods.  

These details in conjunction with the complete lack of features although 
suggesting activity in the wider area off site highlight this fact, that the 
immediate area of the excavation had not been subject to any domestic or 

commercial extra-mural activity before the early 18th century.  

PHASE 2 

The early 18th century saw the development of a stone domestic range to 

the rear of 71 Watling Street on the north side of Branson’s Lane  

PHASE 3 

The early 18th century saw the erection of stone and slate roofed ‘cottages’ 

or ‘tenement’ in the late 18th century and with accompanying walled yard 

and earth closet. 

PHASE 4 

During the early 19th levelling of the earth closet took place with 

resurfacing of the yard and construction of two outbuildings along the 

north-western wall of the yard. 

PHASE 5 

The mid-19th century saw the construction of a WC along south-western 
wall aligned along Pudding Bag Lane and the addition of brick quoins to 

the north-eastern wall of the yard. 

PHASE 6 

Demolition of WC and outbuildings during slum clearance in 1930s. 
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6 THE FINDS : General comments 
  

6.1 Pottery 

6.1a  Roman Assemblage (S Young) 
'The pottery fabric codes used in this section are based on the fabric 

series devised for Northamptonshire by E MacRobert and P Aird for 

Northamptonshire Archaeology. The system is based on four major 

categories of wares , Grogged, Shell-gritted, Reduced and Oxidised and 

their subdivisions.' 

In relation to the potential archaeological importance of Branson’s Lane for 
our understanding of Towcester during the Roman period the associated 
pottery assemblage is of some interest. The material offers a degree of 

latitude in generalising about the wider cultural experience of the location 
during this time although this must be somewhat qualified by the 

smallness of the assemblage. 
 
A total of 112 sherds (1180g) were recovered from the Branson’s Lane 

deposits. These represent the consumption and disposal of vessel frag-
ments from at least twenty-five different manufactured fabrics available 

to local inhabitants of the wider settlement of Lactodurum during the 
Roman period. The majority of these are local wares typified by the hand 

thrown ‘grogged’ and wheel thrown ‘greywares’. An occasional fine ware 
import, as evident with the few samian sherds, Oxford and Nene Valley 
Colour Coats are indicative of more far reaching commercial contacts 

typical of Roman settlements. 

 

 
 

Table 1. 
 
The assemblage reflects a long-term deposition of material initiating in the 
conquest period and continuing until the end of Roman Britain. The 

emphasis lies in the late-1st to mid-2nd century AD but continuing robustly 
into the mid-3rd to late Roman period pottery is less evident in the 

45%

39%

16%

Diagnastically Datable Roman Pottery 
Chronology 

Mid 1st-mid 2nd

Mid 2d - early 3rd

Late 3rd -late 4th
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assemblage implying a degree of decline commercially or the emer-gence 
of a more specialised mass-produced market based production of wares 

available for local people.  
 

The forms are indicative of the Roman period with channel rimmed jars, 
necked jars, simple rimmed bowls with the occasional more exotic vessel 
such as a scaled beaker or mortarium. 

 

 
 

Table 2. 

 
As might be expected grey-ware sherds form the largest component in the 
assemblage. The roughly comparable percentages of ‘grogged’ and 
‘oxidised’ fabrics reflecting the shift from hand thrown to wheel thrown 

production and transition from utilitarian forms to table wares. Fine wares 
only account for less than a fifth of the total assemblage but their presence 

highlights, even if enigmatically, the domestic character of the wider 
special occupation. 

 

6.1b Medieval pottery and 17th century  
 assemblage (Dr. R. Conlon) 

 
The assemblage examined comprised 125 sherds of mostly Medieval and 

post-Medieval (17th century) date, weighing 2.7Kg. Recording was by 
context, fabric and form and quantified by sherd count and weight. Where 
sufficient rim survived, rim diameter was recorded. Other recorded attri-

butes are glaze, decoration, soot-blackening and residues. Where relevant, 
the fabric types were identified according to the Northamptonshire Ceramic 

Type Series; otherwise a general description such as ‘earthenware’, ‘buff’, 
‘grey ware’ etc. has been used.  

 
 

24%

8%

43%

25%

1

Generic Roman Fabric  Types

Grogged Calcite shelly Greyware Oxidised
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Analysis 

A primary parameter chosen to classify the collection was the estimated 
date, generally by century, but where possible a sub-division such as late- 

or mid-century has been attributed. Not surprisingly, the majority of the 
identifiable pottery was from the local kilns at Potterspury some 8km south 
of Towcester which accounted for 67% of the present assemblage from 

Branson’s Lane. Of the rest, 24% were of uncertain origin, seven sherds 
were described as ‘out-of-county’, namely, Oxfordshire (2), Staffordshire 

(1), Hertfordshire (2) and Germany (2).  

 

 
Table 3.  Pottery date distribution. 

 

 
Table 4.  Pottery Frequency.  

 
There are two chronological peaks in the pottery assemblage with 25% of 

the sherds of 14th century and 42% from the 17th century date almost all 
of which are Potterspury products possibly indicative of increased activity 
at those times in the wider locality around Branson’s Lane. 

 
A sherd of a Bartman vessel with the coat of arms of Amsterdam, and a 

rim sherd from a similar vessel were found as residuals and are datable to 
the late 16th century. Of particular interest is the presence of experimental 
mid- to late-17th century fine ware vessels previously recorded from 

Potterspury (Mayes, 1965) and Paulerspury (Hall, 1972) which were being 
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produced in small quantities alongside the coarseware products of both 
villages. These vessels are characterised by extremely fine clays, mottled 

as well as cream, pale green and orange glazes. 
 

For full details of Dr. R. Conlon’s report see Appendix 2.2.  

 

6.1c Post Medieval/modern assemblage  

(E McSloy, Cotswold Archaeology) 
 

Pottery amounting to 525 sherds (7229g) was recorded from nine 

deposits. The pottery dates to the post-Medieval/modern periods, with the 
large majority dating after 1700. 

 

The largest groups come from deposits C102, C103 and C124, which 
together make up 85% of the total by sherd count. This assemblage is, in 

general, well broken-up, the large groups from deposits C102 and C103 
comprising mainly smaller sherds and from a mixed date range. The 

material from the earliest dated group, from deposit C124, is less heavily 
fragmented and includes a number of substantially complete and partly 
reconstructed vessels.  

 

The large majority consists of utilitarian glazed earthenwares, and factory-

produced refined whitewares. Most can be expected to have come from 
local or wider Midlands sources, including Staffordshire. Imported material 
is a limited presence, confined to a few small sherds of Rhenish stoneware 

(fre) and Chinese porcelain (chporc). Due to the degree of fragmentation, 
vessel forms can be difficult to determine. ‘Utilitarian’ classes, including 

jars and large, heavy-rimmed bowls occur primarily among the glazed 
earthenwares, although large open forms are also present among the later 
yellow wares (yw). The cream/white-firing types comprise mainly flat-

wares, bowls and teawares. 

 
Dating summary 

 
The earliest types, including some with origins in the 15th or 16th centuries 

(midpur; fre), are in all instances re-deposited, occurring with later 
material. The large bulk of the assemblage dates to the period after 

c.1650/1700, although a sizeable proportion of types pre-dating c.1800 
are re-deposited. One larger and discrete group, from deposit C124, is 
dateable to the later 18th century. The remainder is compositionally more 

mixed, although with the latest elements consistently of 19th century date.  
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Late 18th century (deposit C124) 
 
This, the earliest stratified group was also notable for its containing a 

number of partially reconstructable vessels. Glazed earthenwares are 
dominant, present mostly as a red-firing sandy fabric (gre) with a clear 
(appearing brown) lead glaze. A large storage jar, re-constructable to its 

full height (340mm) occurs in this fabric, and large bowls with heavy rims 
are also recorded.  

 

Tablewares are present mainly as white stonewares (wsgst) and 
creamware (cream). Cups in both types were recorded and there is one 

creamware plate sherd with moulded (feather-edge). A notable find is an 
almost complete small refined whiteware jug (80mm in height), its body 

with close-set vertical ridges/grooves and coloured with a yellow-brown 
glaze probably in the ‘Pratt ware’ palette. The rim and pedestal base 
feature beaded borders, and the spout is moulded in the form of a bearded 

face mask. The Pratt ware affinities and beaded borders suggest dating in 
the late 18th to start of the 19th centuries, c.1780-1810.  

 

Dating for deposit C124 of c.1780-1800 can be suggested, based on a 
number of factors. The white-salt-glazed stonewares imply dating not 

much later than c.1780, when production of similar wares ceases. Dating 
for the creamwares is in the c.1740-1810/25 range, with at least one 

vessel (the feather-edged plate) of a style current after c.1765. The latest 
dateable piece is the small ‘Pratt ware style’ jug, which probably dates 

after c.1780. A notable absence from deposit C124 is of the transfer-print 
decorated whitewares, dateable at their earliest to c.1770, and expected 

to be common after c.1800. 
 

 
 

Plate 5. ‘Pratt ware style’ jug 1780. 
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19th century (deposits C101-3, C108-9, C116, 
C119, C125 and C127) 

 
The pottery from the later-dated deposits is notably more fragmented 
compared to that from C124. As already noted, these deposits also contain 

earlier material suggesting a higher degree of disturbance. 
 

It is apparent from the significant quantities of refined whitewares, 
‘industrial’ yellow wares/mocha wares (yw/mocha), flowerpots (fp) and 
late stonewares (lengsto). Indications that material was being deposited 

after c.1825/1830 comes from the green or red-coloured transfer printed 
designs and ‘flow blue’ designs which are common only after this date. 

More specific dating is provided by a sherd from a blue transfer-printed 
vessel from deposit C103 with the diamond-shaped registration mark 
which records that this design was registered on 6 June 1865.  

 

Discussion 

The pottery from later-dated deposits (19th century) is in poorer condition 

and seemingly incorporates earlier, redeposited material. Its interpretative 
value is consequently very limited. 

 

This is a relatively small and for the most part a well broken-up 

assemblage. The earliest stratified material is that from deposit C124, this 
group providing a snapshot of pottery supply in the late 1700s and 

probably relating to a single household. This group includes both the 
utilitarian earthenwares suited to kitchen/storage and white stonewares 
and creamwares/whitewares for the table. Although difficult to judge from 

a small group, the presence of flatwares/teawares hints at a degree of 
sophistication/status. 

 
6.2 Clay tobacco pipes  

(E McSloy, Cotswold Archaeology) 
 

A total of 97 fragments (388g) of clay tobacco pipe were recovered. The 

large majority (84 fragments) was recorded from deposit 102, and only 
this deposit included bowl fragments. 

 
None among this group featured makers marks or decoration other than 
rouletting or line bordering to the bowl rim. In an attempt to narrow the 

date range, bowls from deposit C102 have been compared to Oswald’s 
Simplified General Typology (Oswald 1975). All are broad-footed forms, 

with larger and forwards-projecting bowls, and most with rouletting/ 
scoring to the bowl rim. Individually they match closest to Oswald’s forms 
7-9 and as such can be dated within the range c.1660-1710. The remaining 

stem fragments are only broadly dateable within the wider span of use for 
clay tobacco pipes, c.1580-1900. 
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6.3 Bone (A. Harrison) 
 

A total of 512 bone fragments were recovered from the excavation. Sheep, 
pig, cow and hare/rabbit were identified amongst the bone assemblage 

and small quantities of oyster and mussel shell were also observed. The 
vast majority of the bone assemblage (80%) came from the redeposited 

and much disturbed C102 with only archaeologically consistent contexts of 
C109 and C127 containing a significant if small amount of bone (6% each). 
The inundated deposit (C127) was typified by small amounts of sheep bone 

and oyster shell. 

 
6.4 Other finds  

The most interesting and indicative small find retrieved from the context 
was a blue glass bead the type associated with lace bobbins and used in 

19th century lace making was found in the fill material of the water closet 
(C103). The find is consistent with occupational activities undertaken by 

the inhabitants of Branson’s Lane and noted in the census and is very 
evocative of daily activity of those who dwelled here at that time. Several 
forged nails and various 18th/19th century bricks were also recovered. 

 

 
 

Plate 6.  Glass Bobbin bead 19th century. 
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7 Discussion  
 

The excavation demonstrated that the initial development of Branson’s 

Lane was as part of a wider general urban development related to the 
expansion of Towcester that took place in the mid to late 18th century 

when there was a need to house the expanding population as the wider 
industrialization of Britain was gaining momentum. The size of the 
buildings and the number of occupants as detailed in the 19th century 

censuses confirm that the status of the inhabitants and the area was 

predominantly working class.  

The yard itself appears to have been such from the time Branson’s Lane 
was laid out in the 18th century although the rationale underpinning its 

use may have changed over time depending on the associated buildings 

domestic or commercial role. 

Perhaps archaeologically the importance of the Branson’s Lane yard 
excavation lies more in the absence of structural evidence or features 

associated with early periods of activity particularly from the Roman era 
known from elsewhere in Towcester. The lack of evidence could be 

construed as indicating a smaller development for the Roman extra-mural 
occupation to the south of the town than might be assumed if indeed it 
existed at all. One can only extrapolate from the Roman pottery 

assemblage that there was probably activity in the wider area but this 
cannot be taken as suggesting that the Roman features found previously 

to the south-east were of any great extent or importance. It should also 
be kept in mind that the total area excavated in Branson’s Lane was 
limited in size and therefore cannot definitively answer this question. 
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Appendix 1 

HER records 

 

 

HER events within 250m. 
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HER records within 250m 

PREFREF,C,50 MONUID,C,10 TYPE,C,3 NAME,C,150 

727/33/3 MNN115926 MON Manor bakehouse 

727/33/4 MNN115953 MON Cottil Mill 

727/68 MNN115960 MON Settlement evidence 

727/8 MNN13464 MON Medieval to modern industrial site 

727/0/19 MNN142360 MON Post medieval features 

726/0/79 MNN169619 MON Late Romano-British Ditch 

727/10/9 MNN169621 MON Large Post Medieval Pit 

727/20/2 MNN169623 MON Possible Former C17th Building 

726/10/2 MNN19038 MON Possible Roman inhumation 

726/0/9 MNN19095 MON Roman features 

726/3/1 MNN19120 MON Undated inhumation and finds 

727/0/4 MNN19145 MON NN19145 

726/0/81 MNN26571 MON Roman features and pottery 

726/3/2 MNN26573 MON Possible Romano-British Inhumations 

726/0/72 MNN31399 MON Undated ditch 

726/0/71 MNN33344 MON NN33344 

727/0/14 MNN33580 MON Medieval road 

727/21/1 MNN34333 MON 131 Watling Street West 

727/0/91 MNN34807 MON NN34807 

727/0/96 MNN35368 MON Post Medieval Wall 

727/0/97 MNN35369 MON NN35369 

727/0/98 MNN35371 MON Post-medieval wall 

727/0/102 MNN37111 MON Possible Post Medieval Garden Soil 

 

MONUID,C,10 TYPE,C,3 NAME,C,150  

ENN103154 EVT 
Land Off Islington Road, 2002  
(Stage 2 Watching Brief) 

Observation  
(Watching Brief) 

ENN103964 EVS 

Towcester Baptist Chapel and 
The Manse, 2004 (Building 
Recording) 

Architectural Survey, 
Desk-Based 
Assessment 

ENN104793 EVT 
Towcester Mill and Trading 
Co., 1984 

Arch 
intervention/excavation 

ENN104962 EVS 
Towcester Racing Stables, 
1997 

Desk-Based 
Assessment 
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Appendix 2.1 Roman pottery analysis (S. Young) 

Context Fabric   Sherd Weight Date Age Form Type Decoration Year 

TWCRBL101 A2  1 8.9 2nd - 4th M  BO  2017 

TWCRBL102 A1 1 10.9 Late 1st - mid 2nd E Channel Rimmed Jar R  2017 

TWCRBL102 A1 1 15.7 Late 1st - mid 2nd E  BO  2017 

TWCRBL102 A2  1 20.8 2nd - 4th M  BO  2017 

TWCRBL102 A4 1 13 Mid 1st - early 2nd E  BO Rilled 2017 

TWCRBL102 C1 2 11.3 2nd - 3rd M  B, BO  2017 

TWCRBL102 C4 1 3.8 2nd - 3rd M  BO  2017 

TWCRBL102 C5 2 18.9  U  BO 
Burnished, 
incised 2017 

TWCRBL102 C6 5 15.2 Late 1st - mid 2nd E  BO  2017 

TWCRBL102 C7 4 39.1 Late 1st - mid 2nd E  BO  2017 

TWCRBL102 D1 1 1.9 Late 2nd - 4th L Small Narrow Necked Jar R  2017 

TWCRBL102 D1 2 3.9 Late 2nd - 4th L  BO Rouletted 2017 

TWCRBL102 D3 1 4.7  E  BO Rouletted 2017 

TWCRBL102 D4 1 2.4 Late 2nd - 4th L  BO Rosetted 2017 

TWCRBL102 D4 1 12.5 Late 2nd - 4th L Mortarium BO  2017 

TWCRBL103 A2  1 72.3 2nd - 4th M  BO  2017 

TWCRBL116 C1 1 13.9 2nd - 3rd M  BO  2017 

TWCRBL116 C4 1 10.6 2nd - 3rd M  BO Incised 2017 

TWCRBL126 A 1 4.3 Mid 1st - early 2nd E  BO  2017 

TWCRBL126 D1 2 6.7 Late 2nd - 4th L  BO Barbotined 2017 

TWCRBL127 A 7 57.1 Mid 1st - early 2nd E  B, BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 A 1 3.9 Mid 1st - early 2nd E Channel Rimmed Jar R  2017 

TWCRBL127 A 1 7.7  E Channel Rimmed Jar R  2017 

TWCRBL127 A1 3 75.1 Late 1st - mid 2nd E  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 A2 4 137.3 2nd - 4th M  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 A2 1 87.6 2nd - 4th M Storage Jar R  2017 

TWCRBL127 A4 3 33.4 Mid 1st - early 2nd E  BO  2017 
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TWCRBL127 B 7 93.5  U  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 B2 1 2.1 Mid 1st - early 2nd E  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 B6 1 16.7 Late 1st - mid 2nd E Channel Rimmed Jar R  2017 

TWCRBL127 C 1 27.4  U  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 C1 8 41.2 2nd - 3rd M Incised, Rouletted B, BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 C11 1 14.8 
Early/Mid 2nd - mid 
3rd M  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 C15 1 27.8 
Early/Mid 2nd - mid 
3rd M  B  2017 

TWCRBL127 C16 1 3 
Early/Mid 2nd - mid 
3rd M  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 C29 1 5.9  U  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 C4 1 1 2nd - 3rd M  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 C5 10 90.2  U  BO Incised 2017 

TWCRBL127 C6 6 34.1 Late 1st - mid 2nd E  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 C6 1 10.7 Late 1st - mid 2nd E Necked Jar R  2017 

TWCRBL127 C9 1 4.4 Late 1st - mid 2nd E  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 D 2 15.9 2nd? U  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 D 1 10.4  U Channel Rimmed Jar R  2017 

TWCRBL127 D1 2 5.4 Late 2nd - 4th L  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 D1 1 2.3 Late 2nd - 3rd L Scaled beaker R  2017 

TWCRBL127 D1 1 15.9 Late 2nd - 4th L  B  2017 

TWCRBL127 D1 1 5.4 Late 2nd - 4th L  BO Barbotine dot 2017 

TWCRBL127 D16 4 7.6 Early 2nd - 3rd M  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 D16 1 6.5 Early 2nd - 3rd M Bead rimmed Bowl R  2017 

TWCRBL127 D25 1 3.9  U Simple rimmed bowl R  2017 

TWCRBL127 D3 1 3.2  U  BO Rouletted 2017 

TWCRBL127 D4 2 32 Late 3rd - 4th L  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 D40 3 6 2nd - 3rd M  BO  2017 

TWCRBL127 MED 1 4.2  MED  BO  2017 
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Appendix 2.2 Medieval pottery (R. Conlon) 

Pottery report for CLASP, Branson’s Lane, Towcester, 
March 2017  
 
The assemblage examined was a subset of the total that was collected from 
the March 2017 excavation, and comprised 125 sherds of mostly Medieval 
and post-Medieval date weighing 2.7kg. Recording was by context, fabric 
and form and quantified by sherd count and weight. Where sufficient rim 
survived, rim diameter was recorded. Other recorded attributes are glaze, 
decoration, soot-blackening and residues. Where relevant, the fabric types 
were identified according to the Northamptonshire Ceramic Type Series; 
otherwise a general description such as ‘earthenware’, ‘buff’, ‘grey ware’ etc. 
has been used. Details for each sherd are given below. 
 
Analysis  

A primary parameter chosen to classify the collection was the estimated 
date, generally by century, but where possible a sub-division such as late-, 
or mid-century has been attributed. Not surprisingly, the majority of the 
identifiable pottery was from the local kilns at Potterspury some 8km south 
of Towcester which accounted for 67% of the present assemblage from 
Branson’s Lane. Of the rest, 24% were of uncertain origin, seven sherds 
were described as ‘out-of-county’, namely, Oxfordshire (2), Staffordshire (1), 
Hertfordshire (2), Germany (2) and four considered to be Roman. 
A summary, by century, is given in the Table and Figure below. 
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Potterspury ware  

The pottery industry at Potterspury began in the 13th century and continued into the 
early 18th century when, unable to compete with the superior products of the growing 
Midland potteries, it went into decline. Strictly, the description ‘Potterspury ware’ also 
includes the products of kiln sites in the two neighbouring villages of Yardley Gobion 
(Medieval) and Paulerspury (post-Medieval), although none of the products from 
Yardley Gobion was present at Bransons Lane.  
    Medieval and post-Medieval pottery from Potterspury dominates the assemblage. 
The two peaks in the above histogram show that 25% of the pottery collected was 
from the 14th century and 42% from the 17th century, almost all being Potterspury 
products, possibly relating to two separate phases of occupation on the site 
 

Source Count 

Roman 2 

Brill, Oxford 4 

Herts 2 

Staffs 1 

Germany 2 

Pott, C14 27 

Pott, C15 3 

Pott, C17 48 

Pott, C18 6 

Uncertain 30 

Total 125 
 

Other pottery of interest  

A sherd of a Bartman vessel with the Coat of Arms of Amsterdam, and rim sherd from 
a similar vessel were found as residuals in one of the upper layers and are dateable 
to the late 16th century.1  
    Of particular interest is the presence at Bransons Lane of experimental2 mid to late-
17th century fine-ware vessels previously recorded from Potterspury (Mayes, 1965)3 
and Paulerspury (Hall, 1972)4 which were being produced in small quantities along-
side the coarse-ware products of both villages. These vessels are characterised by 
extremely fine clays, mottled as well as cream, pale green and orange glazes.  
    Eight conjoining sherds of a late 14th century Potterspury jug or jar was found in 
the lowest recorded level.  
    Four Roman sherds were present; a body sherd of soft pink grog (A4), a body 
sherd and base of grey ware (C) and a body sherd with white grog (A1 or A3?).  
    Pottery Ref. No. 24. See Mynard Fig. 169, No 27 for similar rim profile5.  
    Pottery Ref No. 1 is a Chafing dish. See Biddle,6  

Rod Conlon  11 April 2017 
 
 
1 Biddle, M, Nonsuch Palace, 2005, 106-107.  
2 It is thought that these were an attempt to match the established fine-ware products of 

Staffordshire.  
3 Mayes, P, A Seventeenth-century Kiln Site at Potterspury, Northamptonshire, Post-medieval 

Archaeology, 2, 55-82, 1968.  
4 Hall, D, A Post Medieval Kiln Site at Paulerspury, Northamptonshire, Milton Keynes Journal, 3, 

1974, 28-30 & 111-113.  
5 Mynard, D.C. & Zeepvat, R.J. Great Linford, 1992, 331.  
6 Biddle, M Nonsuch Palace, 2005, 182-184.   
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Appendix 2.3 Post-Medieval Pottery  

(E. McSloy) 

Pottery amounting to 525 sherds (7229g) was recorded from nine contexts. 
With the exception of one (recontexted) Roman sherd the pottery dates to 
the post-Medieval/modern periods, with the large majority dating after 

1700. 
 

Recording and reporting of the pottery was undertaken in May 2017. No 
contextual information was made available and reporting makes no 
reference to context type or to relative stratigraphy. The pottery was scan-

ned by context, sorted into ware/fabric types and quantified according to 
sherd count/weight and rim EVEs (estimated vessel equivalents: a percent-

age measure of rim circumference). Where identifiable, vessel form/rim 
morphology were recorded, together with vessel size (rim diam.; total 
height where recordable). Ware codes used for recording of this 

assemblage, and are given in parenthesis in the report text, are defined in 
Table 1. 

 
Roman 

A single Roman (body) sherd was recorded from context 124. The fabric is 

identifiable as pink grog tempered ware (PNK GT), a common type to the 
area and produced across the later 2nd to 4th centuries AD. 

 
Post-Medieval/modern 

The remainder of the assemblage relates to these periods; the largest 

groups come from contexts 102, 103 and 124, which together make up 
85% of the total by sherd count (Table 1-2). 

 
The assemblage is in general well broken up, the large groups from contexts 
102 and 103 comprising mainly smaller sherds and from a mixed date 

range. The material from the earliest dated group, from context 124, is less 
heavily fragmented and includes a number of substantially complete and 

partly reconstructed vessels (below).  
 

The overall composition of the assemblage is set out in table 1 and larger 
context groups are detailed in Table 2. The large majority consists of 
utilitarian glazed earthenwares, and factory-produced refined whitewares. 

Most can be expected to have come from local or wider Midlands sources, 
including Staffordshire. Imported material is a limited presence, confined to 

a few small sherds of Rhenish stoneware (fre) and Chinese porcelain 
(chporc).  
 

Due to the degree of fragmentation, vessel forms can be difficult to 
determine. ‘Utilitarian’ classes, including jars and large, heavy-rimmed 

bowls, occur primarily among the glazed earthenwares, although large open 
forms are also present among the later yellow wares (yw). The 
cream/white-firing types comprise mainly flat-wares, bowls and tea-wares. 
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Dating summary 

Dating for the represented ware types is given in Table 1. The earliest types, 

including some with origins in the 15th or 16th centuries (midpur; fre), are 
in all instances recontexted, occurring with later material. The large bulk of 

the assemblage dates to the period after c.1650/1700, although a sizeable 
proportion of types pre-dating c.1800 are recontexted. One larger and 
discrete group, from context 124, is dateable to the later 18th century 

(below). The remainder is compositionally more mixed, although with the 
latest elements consistently of 19th century date.  

 
Late 18th century (context 124) 

This, the earliest stratified group was also notable for its containing a 

number of partially reconstructable vessels. Glazed earthenwares are 
dominant, present mostly as a red-firing sandy fabric (gre) with a clear 

(appearing brown) lead glaze. A large storage jar, reconstructable to its full 
height (340mm) occurs in this fabric, and large bowls with heavy rims are 
also recorded.  

 
Tablewares are present mainly as white stonewares (wsgst) and creamware 

(cream). Cups in both types were recorded and there is one creamware 
plate sherd with a moulded (feather-edge). A notable find is an almost 

complete small refined whiteware jug (80mm in height), its body with close-
set vertical ridges/grooves and coloured with a yellow-brown glaze probably 
in the ‘Pratt ware’ palette. The rim and pedestal base feature beaded 

borders, and the spout is moulded in the form of a bearded face mask. The 
Pratt ware affinities and beaded borders suggest dating in the late 18th to 

start of the 19th centuries, c.1780-1810.  
 
Dating for context 124 of c.1780-1800 can be suggested, based on a 

number of factors. The white-salt-glazed stonewares imply dating not much 
later than c.1780, when production of similar wares ceases. Dating for the 

creamwares is in the c.1740-1810/25 range, with at least one vessel (the 
feather-edged plate) of a style current after c.1765. The latest dateable 
piece is the small ‘Pratt ware style’ jug, which probably dates after c.1780. 

A notable absence from context 124 is of the transfer-print decorated 
whitewares, dateable at their earliest to c.1770, and expected to be 

common after c.1800. 
 
19th century (deposits 101-3, 108-9, 116, 119, 125 and 127) 

The pottery from the later-dated deposits is notably more fragmented compared to that 
from 124. As already noted, these deposits also contain earlier material suggesting a 
higher degree of disturbance. 
 

The composition for the two largest deposit groups is set out in table 2. 

Although earlier material is present, dating after c.1800 is apparent from 
the significant quantities of refined whitewares, ‘industrial’ yellow wares/ 

mocha wares (yw/mocha), flowerpots (fp) and late stonewares (lengsto). 
Indications that material was being deposited after c.1825/1830 comes 
from the green or red-coloured transfer printed designs and ‘flow blue’ 

designs which are common only after this date. More specific dating is 
provided by a sherd from a blue transfer-printed vessel from deposit 103 
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with the diamond-shaped registration mark which records that this design 
was registered on 6th June 1865.  

 
Discussion 

This is a relatively small and for the most part a well broken-up assemblage. The 
earliest stratified material is that from deposit 124, this group providing a snapshot of 
pottery supply in the late 1700s and probably relating to a single household. This group 
includes both the utilitarian earthenwares suited to kitchen/storage and white 
stonewares and creamwares/whitewares for the table. Although difficult to judge from 
a small group, the presence of flatwares/teawares hints at a degree of ‘sophistication’/ 
’status’. 
 
The pottery from later-dated (19th century) deposits is in poorer condition and 
seemingly incorporates earlier, re-deposited material. Its interpretative value is con-
sequently very limited.   
 
References 

Tomber, R. and Dore, J. 1998 The National Roman Fabric Reference Collection: a 
Handbook London: Museum of London Archaeology Service 

 

Table 1: Pottery summary (quantification by ware); with dating 

Period Code Description Date range Ct. Wt.(g) EVEs 

Roman PNK GT* Pink grog-tempered ware LC2-C4 1 9 - 

Post-med midpur Midlands purple 1450-1700 7 47 .05 
/Modern fre Frechen stoneware 1550-1700 2 19 - 
 gre Clear-glazed red earthenwares 1600-1800 76 3529 .81 
 greg Green-glazed red earthenwares 1600-1800 5 71 .05 
 gres Clear-glazed red earthenwares (slip-trailed dec) 1650-1800 8 90 .13 
 greus Clear-glazed red earthenwares (white underslip) 1650-1800 7 179 - 
 blglz Black-glazed earthenware 1600-1800 45 496 .14 
 blglzp Black-glazed earthenware (pale fabric) 1600-1800 11 260 - 
 motbrglz Mottled brown glaze (Manganese glazed) 1690-1800 20 110 - 
 chporc Chinese porcelain 1700-1900 3 5 .05 
 tge Tin glazed earthenware 1600-1800 9 68 .03 
 ys Yellow slipware 1690-1800 16 83 - 
 notsto Nottingham/Derby stoneware 1690-1900 5 62 - 
 engsto English stonewares 1700-1900 5 61 .17 
 wsgst White salt-glazed stoneware 1720-1780 8 36 .37 
 wsgstsb White salt-glazed stoneware (scratch blue dec.) 1750-1780 1 2 - 
 refbrglz 'Refined' brown glazed earthenwares 1740-1900 7 79 - 
 lblglz 'Late' black-glazed 1700-1900 2 25 - 
 cream Creamwares 1740-1825 16 49 .69 
 refw Refined whitewares (plain) 1770-1900+ 92 630 .40 
 refwcg Refined whitewares (coloured glazes) 1770-1900 13 7 .50 
 refwfb Refined whitewares (flow blue dec) 1830-1900 4 17 .05 
 refwhp Refined whitewares (painted dec) 1770-1900 7 19 - 
 refwlu Refined whitewares (lustre banded) 1800-1900 2 6 .09 
 refwtp Refined whitewares (transfer-printed) 1780-1900+ 75 416 1.18 
 pwtp Pearlware (transfer-printed) 1770-1830 1 6 - 
 mocha Refined whitewares (Mocha decoration) 1800-1900 25 153 .15 
 yw 'Industrial' yellow ware 1800-1900+ 18 275 .56 
 engporc English porcelain 1800-1900+ 9 52 - 
 fp 'Flowerpots' (unglazed red eartheneware) 1800-1900+ 5 60 .08 
 lengsto 'Late' English stonewares 1830-1900+ 7 161 .07 
 unglew Unglazed earthenware (some medieval?) 1600-1900 13 71 - 

Total    525 7229 5.57 

* code taken from National Roman Fabric Reference Collection handbook (Tomber and Dore 1998)   
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Table 2: Pottery summary for largest deposit groups. 

Deposit> 124 102 103 

Code Description Ct. Wt.(g) Ct. Wt.(g) Ct. Wt.(g) 

PNKGT Pink grog-tempered ware (Roman) 1 9     

midpur Midlands purple   7 47   
fre Frechen stoneware   2 19   
gre Clear-glazed red earthenwares 38 3011 25 196 6 228 
greg Green-glazed red earthenwares   5 71   
gres Clear-glazed red earthenwares (slip-trailed dec) 3 63 5 27   
greus Clear-glazed red earthenwares (white underslip) 1 3 2 49 3 71 
blglz Black-glazed earthenware 1 77 36 374 2 16 
blglzp Black-glazed earthenware (pale fabric)   6 132 4 90 
motbrglz Mottled brown glaze (Manganese glaze) 1 2 12 82 1 5 
chporc Chinese porcelain   3 5   
tge Tin glazed earthenware 2 3 7 65   
ys Yellow slipware (Staffordshire combed)   16 83   
engsto English stonewares 1 2 4 59   
notsto Nottingham/Derby stonewares 1 36 4 26   
refbrglz 'Refined' brown glazed earthenwares   3 18   
wsgst White salt-glazed stoneware 4 22 3 10   
lblglz 'Late' black-glazed   1 3   
cream Creamwares 8 100 6 19   
refw Refined whitewares (plain)   39 220 31 192 
refwcg Refined whitewares (coloured glazes) 11  1 3   
refwfb Refined whitewares (flow blue dec)   1 7   
refwhp Refined whitewares (painted dec)   6 15   
refwlu Refined whitewares (lustre dec)     1 3 
refwtp Refined whitewares (transfer-printed)   35 128 23 185 
pwtp Pearlware (transfer-printed dec)   1 6   
mocha Refined whitewares (Mocha decoration)   21 85 1 5 
yw 'Industrial' yellow ware   10 133 6 81 
engporc English porcelain   6 27 2 22 
fp 'Flowerpots' (unglazed red eartheneware)   2 36 3 24 
lengsto 'Late' English stonewares   2 74 3 67 
unglew Unglazed earthenware (some medieval?) 7 51 5 17 1 3 

Totals  79 3379 276 2036 87 992 
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Appendix 3.1 Clay tobacco Pipes (E. McSloy) 
 

A total of 97 fragments (388g) of clay tobacco pipe was recovered 
(Table 1). The large majority (84 fragments) was recorded from 

deposit 102, and only this deposit included bowl fragments. 
 

None among this group featured makers marks or decoration other 
than rouletting or line bordering to the bowl rim. In an attempt to 
narrow the date range, bowls from deposit 102 have been 

compared to Oswald’s Simplified General Typology (Oswald 1975). 
All are broad-footed forms, with larger and forwards-projecting 

bowls, and most with rouletting/scoring to the bowl rim. Indi-
vidually they match closest to Oswald’s forms 7-9 and as such can 
be dated within the range c.1660-1710. The remaining stem 

fragments are only broadly dateable within the wider span of use 
for clay tobacco pipes, c.1580-1900.  

 
Table 1: Clay tobacco pipes summary 

Context Type Ct. Wt.(g) Classification Remarks 

125 stem 6 15 -  

119 stem 2 4 -  

101 stem 2 3 -  

124 stem 3 7 -  

102 stem 75 267 -  

102 stem 1 6 - forward-angled spur 

102 stem 1 4 - straight, rounded spur 

102 stem 1 7 - wide foot 

102 stem 1 7 - shallow round foot 

102 bowl 1 13 Oswald 8/9 Rear of bowl rouletted 

102 bowl 1 14 Oswald 8/9 Rear of bowl rouletted 

102 bowl 1 17 Oswald 7? rear of bowl lined 

102 bowl 1 13 Oswald 7? rear of bowl rouletted 

102 bowl 1 11 Oswald 7? rear of bowl rouletted 

Total  97 388   

 

 
References 

Oswald, A. 1975. Clay Pipes for the Archaeologist. Oxford, British 

Archaeological Reports, British Series 14 

 
Appendix 3.2 
Analysis of Bones 
    

Context 101 102 103 109 116 119 124 

Definition               

Sheep 4 232 3 32 1 5   

Sheep Teeth   35           

Sheep Ct marks   9           
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Pig   25         5 

Pig Cut marks             2 

Cow    51     2 3 5 

Cow Cut marks   1         1 

Hare/Rabbit   47           

Fragments         2   5 

Oyster Shell   7         1 

Mussel Shell   1           

                

Total 4 408 3 32 5 8 19 
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Appendix 4  List of features and 
contexts for Branson’s Lane 
 

Features 

F201 Generic feature of 19th century water closet 

F202 South-West exterior wall structure aligned south/north 
along the bulk at the south-western end of the site 

F203 Stone structure south-west of and abutting F202 and F201 

F204 Wall structure running E/W along the south-western baulk  

F205 Front Wall of outbuilding and/or earlier partition wall 

north-east end C110 conglomerate around C111 

F206 Late 19th century sewer pipe and associated structure 

F208 Generic feature for the complete exterior wall structure 

F209 South-west exterior wall 

F210 Metalled surface of graded pebbles - roadway abutting 

south western yard wall 

F211 Low level ditch running NE-SW 

F212 Clay lined rectangular earth closet in south east corner of 
the site 

F213 White stone surface adjacent to R. Turland trench east 
end of C122 

F214 Square brick and stone structure adjacent to south edge 

of F202 [19thC water closet] 

F215 Brick partition wall between F204 and F214 

F217 Metalled re-surface extension from road  

 

Contexts 

C100 Strata of modern sand 

C101 Strata of modern sub-base stone 

C102 Disturbed backfill from previous excavation in 1986 

C103 Fill of F214  

C104 Stones of F202 

C105 Bricks of F215 

C106 Stones of F203 

C107 Stones of wall F204 

C108 Mortar/rubble area between F203 and F204 

C109 Fill to the south and adjacent to F204 

C110 Material of F205 

C111 Conglomerate at east end adjacent to F205 

C112 Sewer pipe and associated structure of F206 

C114  Stones of F209 

C116 Compacted soil/stone fill below C108 
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C117 Stone material of F210 

C118 Brown fill of F211 

C119 Yellow overlay of F212 

C120 Blue clay of F212 

C121 Layer below C102 in NE corner of trench 

C122 Small white stone layer of F213 

C123 Light coloured lens in F211 (possible contamination of 

stones above) 

C124 Lower fill of F212 

C125 Yellow mortar fill of stones adjacent to F202 

C126 Dark brown soil below F210 

C127 Undisturbed layer of dark compacted soil to the south of 

the R. Turland trial trench, associated with F200 

C128 Lime fill of F204 and F214 

C129 Floor/fill below C116 

C130 Floor/fill below C103  
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